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A LETTER FROM THE INSIDE
Ashley Henson, Event Coordinator

Having worked for Mission Generation for four 
years now, I’m often asked what it is that I love 
about the organization. While we support the 
vision of Mission Generation, we have different 
reasons. Some of us love that the curriculum 
is used in the public school system, others are 
passionate about the potential to reach entire 
nations, and others appreciate that our program 
model allows for sustainability. The reason I love 
Mission Generation is a little more specific.
 
Having grown up as a PK, a preacher’s kid, I was at 
the church every single time the doors were open. 
If it was Sunday worship, my family was there, if it 
was window-washing day, we were there, if there 
was a stain in the carpet and the janitor came to 
clean it, we were probably there. I have been in 
Sunday school and heard just about every Bible 
story at least three times. I’ve been to many 
church potluck dinners and have sat through 
an unimaginable amount of revival services. 
Most of the time, I enjoyed these things, but 
other times, I had to be dragged to them. 
 
However, in all seriousness, because of my 
parents and my upbringing in church, I was 
given a foundation in the Word of God. I was 
taught right from wrong, truth from lies, and life 
versus death. In life, we’re faced with decisions 
that have consequences. Sometimes, I have made 
the right choices, and often, I have made the 
wrong ones. However, even when I made those 
wrong decisions, I knew what the right choice was 
because of my biblical foundation. I had developed 
biblically-based values to guide my life.

There are so many children who haven’t been given 
the opportunity to learn that some choices lead 
to death and some lead to life. They have never 
had the opportunity to learn about the ultimate 
Truth. With Mission Generation’s curriculum, they 
are building a foundation of Truth that produces 
positive values and better choices. I am filled 
with extraordinary hope knowing that even if 
students don’t find their eternal salvation while 
going through our curriculum, they’ve been given 
a foundation of Truth that will not pass away.

ASHLEY HENSON
Event Coordinator
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MARANATHA CHAPEL GOES TO PANAMA!
Marantha Chapel high school students journey to Panama

Maranatha Chapel high school students began preparing for their trip in October of 2015. Pastor Trevor 
O’Keefe said, “So much of the time we look at the world, even our own neighborhoods, and think that 
people don’t want to hear about Jesus or have any interest in allowing Him to be Lord in their lives. Jesus, 
however, seemed to see things differently when He told His disciples the fields were ripe and ready to be 
harvested. The students in the schools we visited were so responsive to the Gospel. The fields were ripe 
and ready for the harvest!”

Pastor, Trevor O’Keefe, remembered a day when a few of his students were sharing stories with a small 
group of  Panamanian students. He recalls, “The classroom seemed non-responsive, and our students 
began to look uncomfortable. Still, they faithfully and meticulously shared their stories and the Gospel, and 
even took time to lead students in a simple prayer to profess their faith in Jesus. As the class was wrapping 
up, a young girl came forward and told the translator that the stories the students shared were a perfect 
representation of her struggles as well as those of her friends. She noted that her and her classmates were 
unresponsive because God was addressing the hurts of their lives through the students at Maranatha. In 
her parting words to our students, she said, ‘Thank you,’ the only English she knew.”
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WHAT 12TH GRADERS ARE LEARNING
A lesson on planning for the future

When we think about having a career, we consider important, self-
reflecting questions: What makes me come alive? What valuable skills 
do I possess? What can I turn into a career?

Making the transition from school to work is a very exciting time in life. 
However, it can present many challenges. Our vision about the working 
world and the reality of the working world can vary drastically. In our 
curriculum, we prepare students for the reality of full-time work and 
teach them to focus their attention on Jesus as the example of good 
workmanship.

Work is a permanent feature of humankind’s design and destiny, not 
the result of the fall into sin. Work was initiated in the Garden of Eden 
(Gen 1:28, 2:15). Doing work and doing work well are a big part of the 
Kingdom philosophy.

RESPECT

1
“Someone who is an engaging person, careful with equipment and materials, very good 
working on a team and able to debate, analyze, and interpret.” Accepting authority and 
being aware of others helps build an environment geared towards teamwork.

RESPECT

RESPONSIBILITY

3
“Someone who can be on time to work and also set and meet deadlines.” Timeliness and 
self-initiative are two irreplaceable qualities in work well-done.

RESPONSIBILITY

EMPATHY

5
“Someone who is able to understand how others feel and think and, therefore, is able to 
communicate in such a manner that it makes sense others.” Empathy, like all these other 
characteristics, is essential on the job and worth curating in our daily lives. Valuing 
empathy in the workplace builds trust and honest communication.

EMPATHY

ASSERTIVENESS

2
“Someone who is able to communicate ideas without upsetting others or being upset 

themselves.”  Employers want to see that an employee can take initiative in their work 
and get the job done.

ASSERTIVENESS

COMMITMENT

4
“Someone who will ‘go the extra mile’ at work, that is, have a passion for work and 

does not do just the bare minimum.” This quality helps individuals stand out from the 
crowd and build rapport.

COMMITMENT

In this lesson, the textbook takes 5 qualities of a hard 
worker and expands on the values they embody:
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CARLOS MONTOYA & THE CHAPLAIN PROGRAM IN BOLIVIA

STORY FROM THE FIELD

Bolivia is known for being one of the youngest countries in the world. 
About 20 years ago, a great number of youth were left to raise 
themselves because their parents left the country to find 
work, essentially orphaning an entire generation. 
While the parents had good intentions to bring 
back a more economically stable life, they 
left their children with a spiritually unstable 
lifestyle. With no moral guidance from 
their parents, many youth began to take 
drugs and participate in gang violence. 
The crime rate continued to climb and 
a solution was needed.

The Chaplain program is helping 
to become that solution.

Partnering with the textbooks, the 
Chaplains in the schools reach out to 
students and disciple them to live a life 
centered on the Gospel. In a place where 
finding identity is the biggest struggle, the 
chaplains have the ability to speak God’s purpose 
into their young hearts, and to reinforce the idea of 
God’s divine purpose that our textbooks teach.

Carlos Montoya



I am honored to join the Mission Generation team and bring my skills and passion to an 
already thriving organization. This month’s curriculum focus is on work. My question 
to you is, as it relates to work and their future careers, what do you think our kids are 
being taught today in their schools?  

Famous author and speaker, Timothy Keller said, “We’re to express our relationship 
with God and His grace to us in the way we... work...” 

What happens to generations of students who are 
being prepared for careers without this Truth?

The work Mission Generation is doing is going 
to have a dramatic impact on future generations 
of students, I am excited to play a role in the 
advancement of the Kingdom in our schools! 

Thank you for your support and prayers.
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NEW TEAM MEMBERS ARE HERE!
Introducing our new Executive Director––Chad Green!

CHAD GREEN
Executive Director
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WWW. MISSIONGENERATION.ORG  /  405.831.3299  /  INFO@MISSIONGENERATION.ORG

PO Box 720746, Norman OK 73070-9918

COUNTRY UPDATE
F R O M  T H E  D E S K  O F  T H E

N AT I O N A L  P R O G R A M  D I R E C T O R S
O F  B O L I V I A  &  C H I L E

Today, Bolivia is in a social and political crisis that prevents significant 
development as a country. Although the macroeconomic indicators show 
positive growth, the reality of the situation is that there has been little 
progress. The current government, rather than develop policies and a plan 
to benefit the larger population, is more concerned with the continuation 

of its own power. This has created a feeling of discontentment and 
disillusionment in Bolivian society. There are currently restrictions 

on freedom of opinion and speech, there are major human rights 
violations being perpetrated by the government, and there is no 
organized opposition working to address these issues.

Despite the grim political landscape, the school program we 
support continues to instill truth and hope in parents, teachers,and 

students. As of May of this year, 46,558 Bolivian students are in the 
program and 1,515 parents or families have participated 
in the workshops. These successes motivate our team 
to continue to work to bring the Word of God into the 
school systems.

BOLIVIA

The early arrival of winter brought cooler temperatures to Chile. Along with winter comes school 
vacations, time changes, and shorter periods of daylight for the kids to play in. Recently, there 
have been protests by university and high school students demanding free university education. 
This has resulted in some damage to public and private property. A few church buildings have 
also been vandalized. 

Despite some unrest in the country, we have recently received some good news. The school, 
Pedro Leon Gallo of the community of Copiapo, has improved its government-required test 
results, thanks, in part, to our school program. The program teaches topics such as self-identity, 
health, and community that correlate to the test topics of personal and social development that 
are required by the Ministry of Education. These results allow us to provide evidence that we are 
an important contributor to the increased academic achievement and positive personal growth 
of our children.

CHILE



A CONTINENT TRANSFORMED by the grace & power of Jesus Christ

MISSION GENERATION
PO Box 720746
Norman, OK 73070

ASHLEY HENSON
Event Coordinator

“They have never had the opportunity to 
learn about the ultimate Truth. With Mission 
Generation’s curriculum, they are building a 
foundation of Truth that produces positive 
values and better choices....”                                  
    (continued inside)


